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Building a Data-Driven Culture
for Smart Manufacturing
Enabling predictive maintenance starts with
finding, connecting, and analyzing the right data.
By Jack Smith, Automation.com

This report examines the importance of data to the digital transformation of manufacturing and
the ways the right tools and a data-driven culture can enable predictive maintenance.
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Manufacturing industry professionals must corral and understand massive amounts of
data from many systems to drive operational efficiencies, higher levels of service, supply
chain resiliency, and ultimately a complete view of the business. Having the ability to
explore the impact of and interplay among changes in production efficiency, product
quality, customer demand, and service excellence isn’t possible without visibility into
data and meaningful data analytics. This “big data” approach to manufacturing operations
and supply chain optimization can deliver big results and is at the heart of the digital
transformation initiatives of many industrial companies.
Asset-intensive organizations are experiencing unprecedented business challenges due
to today’s economic and competitive headwinds, as well as the supply chain disruptions
of a multi-year global pandemic. According to Ed O’Brien at ARC Advisory Group, savvy
industrial organizations are seeking innovative ways to improve their operations in the
face of these challenges. Whether it’s improving asset reliability and uptime or boosting
operational performance, new strategies are needed. Manufacturers want to go beyond
the mere cost savings typical of enterprise resource planning (ERP) initiatives, so “they
are at an inflection point in the ramping-up of their digital transformation journeys,” says
O’Brien.
Whereas early asset management systems focused on creating work orders, scheduling,
and completion of reactive or corrective maintenance activities, “smart factories and
smart manufacturing [initiatives] are creating new opportunities and challenges for
organizations. It’s becoming critically important to share visibility beyond equipment
availability and downtime during production planning and assessing execution metrics,”
O’Brien says.
That critically important “visibility” comes from the gathering and integration of data.
And it’s precisely such integration challenges that continue to slow down digital
transformation initiatives for the vast majority (87%) of organizations, according to
Deloitte Digital. This challenge has gotten worse over the last few years (figure 1).
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Figure 1. Data integration demands are increasing, and IT teams are finding that integration challenges
are further hindering digital transformation increasingly more (Source: Deloitte Digital).
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“There is an ongoing challenge of making sense of disparate data so it can be interpreted
as actionable information,” O’Brien says. It is difficult to mine all this data, “but
until recently, most available software programs required specialized expertise and
investments in traditional, and costly, analytics solutions.”
For many, sifting through the massive amounts of data residing in various databases, data
warehouses, and data lakes is seemingly impossible. “Even with significant hardware and
software investments, the skill sets needed to use these solutions have traditionally been
solely in the domain of trained data scientists and statisticians assigned to organizations’
[quantitative analysis] staffs,” O’Brien says.

Visualizing a solution
The challenge has centered on understanding how manufacturing businesses can best
navigate through unprecedented amounts of data—both structured and unstructured—to
come to any meaningful and actionable conclusions. The operational technology (OT)
staff within those businesses understand the meaningful conclusions that could be
drawn, but don’t necessarily have the information technology (IT) knowledge or resources
to know how to get there.
Today, innovative business intelligence and analytics solutions for industrial companies
are being developed by IT-savvy data analytics providers. “In addition to being relatively
easy to use, these solutions can also offer connectivity to a wide range of data sources,
and often come with a lower total cost of ownership,” says O’Brien.
Tableau is a business intelligence and analytics solution well established in finance,
health care, retail, industrial products, education, and government. Tableau, a Salesforce
company, helps everyone—from analysts to the C-Suite—easily see and understand their
data. The company’s foundational technology visually expresses data by translating dragand-drop actions into data queries through an intuitive interface. Tableau’s tools then let
users construct models based on those visual representations of the data.

“... innovative business intelligence and analytics solutions
for industrial companies are being developed by IT savvy
data analytics providers. In addition to being relatively easy
to use these solutions can also offer connectivity to a wide
range of data sources.”

Solutions like Tableau give business users the ability to create queries and models
without the need to understand, write, and execute SQL queries. The rules and
sequences for data evaluation are set by manipulating visual elements, much like setting
joins and formulas in report-writer programs. The result is a powerful yet intuitive and
easy-to-use class of data analytics tools that let business users dive into the data lake and
run various predictive models on their own.
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In a manufacturing business, modeled “what-if” scenarios can include predictive and
propensity models, as well as predictions about underlying machine performance and
repair, including mean-time-to-repair (MTTR), mean-time-between-failures (MTBF), and
other KPIs. This provides new opportunities to better understand equipment health, the
effects of business conditions on machine and process operations, and the barriers to
optimum equipment performance.

Unlocking the data
The data that feeds all those Tableau models comes from several disparate machines and
devices, essential business systems, and elsewhere. Gathering and integrating disparate
data is where data analytics projects can get bogged down. But solutions exist for that
problem as well.
MuleSoft , also a Salesforce company, unlocks sensor and device data by connecting to
sources such as robot data logs, torque equipment results, programmable logic controller
(PLC) data, or RFID data streams. The MuleSoft integration and application programming
interface (API) platform connects data from any system, regardless of its location, to
create connected experiences.
MuleSoft offers out-of-the-box connectors, pre-built integration templates, and a
powerful library of integration examples and templates for connectivity that enable
customers like Airbus to speed up development by four times.
“At Airbus we are building the future of flight. That means we need to transform how we
manufacture aircraft, and how our customers operate those aircraft. The Airbus Digital
Accelerator, APIs, and MuleSoft are at the heart of that transformation,” says Chris Taylor,
VP, Digital Accelerator, Airbus.

Airbus use MuleSoft to collect
supply chain data and provide
real-time visibility into information
like part status, then reuses the
same APIs built for the mobile app
to provide data to other stakeholders, such as their airline customers.
The airlines then can develop and
deploy their own applications,
safely and securely.

Together, Tableau and MuleSoft allow the blending and linking of similar data to gain decisive
results in seconds, instead of the hours or days required with programming-intensive
methods. The combination enables OT professionals to use data and analytics to better
plan and automate maintenance in a manufacturing environment. It solves the problem of
how specific data can be used to predict and prevent maintenance equipment failures, for
example, and enables manufacturers to solve some of their most complex problems.
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Filling the blank slate
While data analytics tools like Tableau and MuleSoft provide extensive data connectivity
and analytics functionality, they still might look like a blank slate to manufacturers
seeking predictive maintenance solutions for their plant floors. That’s where partner
companies like Keyrus can help.
Keyrus is a global consultancy that develops data and digital solutions for performance
management and lowers the entry barrier for those new to data analytics. The company
is also a Tableau partner. Combining business and technical expertise, Keyrus consultants
help companies uncover the most value possible from data while optimizing digital
strategy and customer experience.

“The manufacturing space where most predictive maintenance solutions will arise or live is more underserved in
terms of analytics than other sectors like banking or CPG.”

Another way to look at it is that Tableau and MuleSoft provide the tools and Keyrus can
add more “boots on the ground” to make predictive maintenance and other projects
succeed.
“The manufacturing space—where most predictive maintenance solutions will arise or
live—is more underserved in terms of analytics than other sectors like banking or even
consumer packaged goods (CPG) retail,” says Razvan Nistor, Director of Data Science for
CPG at Keyrus.
“Part of [the reason for] that is sustainability of culture and approach,” continues Nistor.
“I think most organizations are not set up to make their data matter. Any analytics they
want to do is probably only for a certain size company. For example, Ford has a whole
data science team [for its analytics efforts]. But for mid-size companies, I think it’s a
stretch” to think like that.
The three top ways businesses use companies like Keyrus are:
• To kickstart training and enablement on tools like Tableau.
• To do a small project in Tableau, either because their people are too busy to do it
themselves or they want to see an example.
• To do an entire end-to-end project, which includes laying out a good strategy,
executing on it, and even helping companies staff up after the project is finished.
“Organizations are already busy. People don’t have that much free time. They leverage us
to get things going while setting up a whole analytics practice within the organization,”
says Nistor.
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Analytics for maintenance
Keyrus worked with a Midwestern forklift company that had already connected
its forklifts in the field and was getting a lot of data. The company was measuring
parameters such as collisions, jerk (the derivative of acceleration) if the machine hits
something, speed, run-time hours, etc., and wanted to know the number of collisions and
other events that occurred for each forklift.

One company wanted to use
analytics to predict the need for
forklift maintenance based on
collected data about collisions, so
they needed to correlate specific
types of events with what needed
to happen next.

“They know that a forklift, being run basically through a World War I trench, will
need extra maintenance and possibly parts soon,” says Nistor. “That’s because it’s
being overused and is going through many events.”
They thought the question they wanted to answer was, “Is there a correlation
between these types of events and the forklifts needing extra service?” But the
answer was already yes, and they didn’t even need a model to see that, says
Nistor: “They knew that from the engineering side of things. Their engineers were
telling them that.”
What they really needed to know was, what was the correlation between specific
types of events and what needed to happen next? They wanted to be able to
predict the need for maintenance, based on the collected data about events.
According to Nistor, the Tableau platform provided visibility into all the event
data that was being collected from the field. With Tableau, they were able to
aggregate the data at a high level, while being able to drill down to one specific
forklift as needed.
“They could see their data,” explains Nistor. “Once you’re at that point, advanced
analytics is incremental. It could help you answer, ‘What if this happens?’ or
‘What do you predict will be the next step?” (figure 2).
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Figure 2. The Keyrus interactive dashboard uses Tableau to help users understand a predictive
maintenance model that can be tweaked to optimize production while mitigating downtime.
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Building a data-driven culture
Organizations are investing trillions of dollars to become more data-driven, but only
8% successfully scale analytics to get value from their data, according to a McKinsey
Analytics Survey. Becoming a data-driven organization requires investments in both data
culture and analytics technology to shift how people make decisions.
A data culture is the collective behaviors and beliefs of people who value, practice, and
encourage the use of data to improve decision making. As a result, data is woven into
the operations, mindset, and identity of an organization. A data culture equips everyone
in the organization with the insights they need to be truly data-driven, tackling the most
complex business challenges. This is done by:
• Practicing data-driven behaviors by aligning data and analytics to business outcomes.
• Valuing strategic data use by prioritizing data in decision-making and business
processes.
• Encouraging sharing and community by uniting over a shared mission to lead with
data.
Empowered with data culture and the right technology, people can ask questions,
challenge ideas, and use data—not just intuition—to make decisions. Everyone unites over
a shared mission to improve their organization and themselves with the power of data.
Tableau Blueprint is a step-by-step guide to becoming a data-driven organization
(figure 3).

Figure 3. Tableau Blueprint is a methodology for building the capabilities needed to create a successful,
data-driven organization.

Tableau Blueprint provides concrete plans, recommendations, and guidelines across
critical foundational work and primary workstreams that will turn repeatable processes
into core capabilities. These topics guide users through key decision points with a proven,
repeatable, four-step process:
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• Discover: Gather information and perspectives from sponsors and multiple
stakeholders about enterprise architecture, the use of data and analytics among
business teams, and analytical skills both present and needed.
• Govern: Define controls, roles, and repeatable processes to make the appropriate data
and content available to the corresponding audience.
• Deploy: Establish the iterative, repeatable processes across the three major
workstreams to install and configure software, educate users, and enable
communications.
• Evolve: Monitor platform utilization, measure user engagement, and host engagement
activities to promote and support the growing use of data and analytics.
Industrial companies like Nissan, Henkel, and Honeywell are developing data-driven
cultures and leveraging the Tableau platform to help turn repeatable processes into core
capabilities. That is enabling them to identify and mitigate risks in their supply chains,
drive sustainability by reducing inefficiency and waste, and enhance employee success
and customer satisfaction.

Final thoughts
Manufacturing companies that are beginning to understand smart manufacturing
initiatives know they must go beyond reactive maintenance to a more predictive model.
They are adept at collecting plant-floor data. Now, visibility into that data is what’s
necessary. And that visibility comes from gathering and integrating data in a way that
Salesforce companies Tableau and MuleSoft do exceptionally well together.
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